Notes:
Design Standard DNV 2.22 and Lloyds LAME
Model Number: 03-0612
Connected to rig via 12T shackle (Eye to Eye Swivel Optional Extra)
Tare Weight: 65kg
Max Line Pull: 6T
Max Head Pull: 12T
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General Tolerances UNO
- Steel dimensions: ± 0.00mm
- Machining: ± 0.25mm
- Concentric: ± 0.05mm
- Angular: ± 30mins.

Machined corner radii:
- Inside: ± 0.50mm UNO
- Outside: ± 0.65mm UNO

Description: 6T 12T Sheave
Part no: 03-0612
Drawing No: BMD-1527.S
Client: Bluemanta
Scale: NTS @ A4
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